Liberty® Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee

Liberty herbicide is proven to effectively control even the toughest weeds, both grasses and broadleaf weeds. But weed control is more than just one product, it is a complete approach. We need to be steadfast as an industry to eliminate the last weed in the field. This will take a balanced approach of cultural, chemical and mechanical options and starts with following label instructions and best management practices.

- Broad spectrum control of broadleaf weeds and grasses
- Excellent for management of key weeds like Palmer amaranth, waterhemp, kochia, ragweed and marestail including those that have become resistant to other herbicides
- The active ingredient in Liberty herbicide is the only herbicide that effectively controls grasses and broadleaves with no known resistance in U.S. broadacre crops
- Application flexibility and fewer restrictions make Liberty herbicide more convenient to use
- Superior weed control performance than other generic glufosinate products through its unique, patented formulation
2020 Liberty® Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee

When you apply Liberty herbicide according to label instructions and follow the below S.T.O.P. Application Guidelines, we guarantee commercially acceptable weed control. If within 30 days of the post-emergence application of Liberty herbicide, less than commercially acceptable weed control on labeled weeds is experienced, talk to your retailer or BASF representative for respray assistance on the affected acre.

S.T.O.P. Application Guidelines

**S** tart clean and stay clean

Start with a clean field prior to planting
Control weeds prior to planting with an effective burndown herbicide or tillage to start with a clean field.

**T** arget < 3” weeds

Apply Liberty herbicide to emerged weeds <3”
Liberty herbicide is a contact herbicide that will control emerged weeds. Weeds larger than 3” at the time of application are not covered in the guarantee.

**O** ptimize coverage

Rate: Minimum 32 oz/A* (22 oz/A in canola or 29 oz/A for 2nd application in cotton)  
AMS: 1.5 lb/A to 3.0 lb/A*  
Water: 15 to 20 GPA*
Nozzle: Medium-to-coarse droplet size

**P** air with residuals

Recommended Herbicide Programs:

**Soybean Option 1:** Zidua® PRO herbicide pre-emergence followed with a post-emergence application of Liberty herbicide plus Outlook® or Zidua herbicide.

**Soybean Option 2:** Zidua or Outlook herbicide plus a herbicide with another site of action such as Sharpen® or Verdict® herbicide pre-emergence with a post-emergence application of Liberty® herbicide plus Outlook or Zidua herbicide.

**Cotton:** Apply an effective residual herbicide program preplant or preemerge incorporating brands such as Prowl® H2O herbicide followed by:
- GlyTol® LibertyLink® or Enlist™: Apply Liberty herbicide (recommended, but not required, inclusion of residual herbicide) followed by a 2nd application of Liberty herbicide plus Outlook herbicide.
- Xtendflex®: Apply Liberty or Engenia herbicide (recommended, but not required, inclusion of residual herbicide) followed by a 2nd application of Liberty herbicide plus Outlook herbicide.

**Corn:** Verdict herbicide followed with a post-emergence application of Liberty herbicide plus Outlook or Zidua herbicide.

**Canola****: Include tankmix partner with Liberty herbicide.

*For geographic and crop specific rates, water volume, and AMS rate, ask your local retailer or BASF representative. All herbicides need to be applied at labeled rates.

**Liberty Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee in Canola is only for weeds emerged at the time of application.**

Not following the above S.T.O.P. application guidelines will result in non-qualification for the 2020 Liberty Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee. Consult your BASF authorized retailer to learn more about the 2020 Liberty Weed Control Guarantee details and requirements.

**Details**

- An authorized BASF representative must be notified of a Liberty Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee claim within 30 days of application or by August 15, 2020, whichever occurs first, and have a reasonable opportunity to inspect the sprayed area prior to making any rescue applications. The authorized BASF representative must confirm adequate control relative to commercially acceptable control. Commercially acceptable control is defined at 90% level control.
- Only product purchased from a BASF authorized retailer or BASF distributor is eligible.
- Pre-emergence burndown is not covered.
- All payments are subject to final approval by BASF. BASF reserves the right to audit all claims. BASF reserves the right to change any or all features of the Liberty Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee. Payments provide assistance towards a respray.
- Always read and follow label instructions. No results are guaranteed. Submission of a claim under this program precludes Grower from submitting a claim from any BASF product claims process or claims program with respect to the affected acres.

Always read and follow label directions. Armezon, Engenia, GlyTol, Liberty, LibertyLink, Outlook, Prowl, Sharpen, Verdict and Zidua are registered trademarks of BASF. Liberty herbicide is not registered for use in all states. Enlist is a trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC. Xtendflex is a registered trademark of Monsanto Technology LLC.
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